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Abstract:  The  main  objective  of  this  paper  is to provide cluster summarization of huge text document.
Mining process includes the sharing of large scale amount of data from various sources, which gets concluded
at the mined data. In distributed data mining, adopting a flat node distribution model can affect scalability,
modularity, flexibility which are being overcome by using dynamic peer to peer document cluster and cluster
summarization. The Dynamic P2P document cluster and cluster summarization architecture is based on a
multilayer overlay network of peer neighborhoods. Dynamically created peer-to-peer systems are proving
statements about the evolution of the system while nodes are continuously joining and leaving the group,
because the system operates for an infinite time. The rate at which nodes consume resources to maintain the
system state are being used rather than the performance measure based on runtime. It’s because he runtime
performance is uninformative. The clustering algorithm being used is called CBC (Clustering By
Committee),which produces higher quality clusters in document clustering tasks as compared to several well
known clustering algorithms. Within a certain level of the hierarchy, peers cooperate within their respective
neighborhoods to perform P2P clustering. For document clustering applications, the system summarizes the
distributed document clusters using a distributed key-phrase extraction algorithm, thus providing interpretation
of the clusters.
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INTRODUCTION Four main approaches for performing DDM can be

Generally,  data  mining  (sometimes  called
knowledge  discovery)  is   the   process   of  analyzing First Approach: This is very commonly used and it brings
data  from  different  perspectives  and  summarizing it the data to the centralized site and then centralized mining
into useful information - information that can be used to is applied. This consequently leads to huge bottleneck at
increase revenue, cuts costs, or both. Data mining the centralized site. Additionally there may be delay,
software is one of a number of analytical tools for (Figure 1) collision and high computation cost involved at
analyzing  data  [1,  2].  It  allows  users  to  analyze data the centralized site to perform the mining process.
from  many  different  dimensions  or   angles,  categorize
it  and  summarize  the  relationships identified. Second Approach: This approach performs local mining
Technically, data mining is the process of finding on the respective sites and the local models are pooled at
correlations or patterns among dozens of fields in large a central site. The central site now merges all the local
relational databases. Huge data sets are being collected models to the global model. (Figure 2) [3]. Ensemble
daily in different fields; e.g., retail chains, banking, methods use this technique. This approach may not scale
biomedicine, astronomy and so forth, but it is still well with many sites and suffers from many disadvantages
extremely difficult to draw conclusions or make  decisions of the first approach since again computation cost is
based on the collective characteristics of such disparate consumed in merging all the local models to one global
data. model, but it is a better solution than pooling the data.

identified.
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Fig. 1: First approach in a modular way, solve each part individually, then

Fig. 2: Second approach offers a historical perspective. Section III describes

Fig. 3: Third approach Basic Definitions: Data:Data are any facts, numbers, or

Third Approach: This approach first selects a small set of organizations are accumulating vast and growing amounts
representative data sets from the local site and then of data in different formats and different databases. This
transmits them to the global site (Figure 3) which includes:
combines them to global representative set and then
performs mining process [5]. Operational or transactional data such as, sales, cost,

All previous three approaches involve a central site inventory, payroll and accounting
to facilitate the DDM(Distributed Data Management) Nonoperational data, such as industry sales, forecast
process. But we must go for a different solution which data and macro economic data 
may not involve centralized operation like a peer-to-peer Meta data - data about the data itself, such as logical
(P2P) system. database design or data dictionary definition

Fourth  Approach:  This approach is called the Document Clustering: Clustering is the process of
hierarchically distributed P2P Clustering (HP2PC) [1] grouping a set of physical or abstract objects into classes
involving a hierarchy of P2P neighborhoods, in which the of similar objects. Document clustering is the act of
peers in each neighborhood are responsible for building collecting similar documents into bins. It is a more specific
a clustering solution, using P2P communication, based on technique for unsupervised document organization and
the data they have access to. The HP2PC model is based fast information retrieval [4, 6].
on static hierarchical structure using peer network.

P2P Networks: P2P networks can be unstructured or in response to query, making it difficult for users to
structured. Unstructured networks are formed arbitrarily browse or to identify relevant information. Clustering
by establishing and dropping links over time and they methods can be used to group the retrieval documents
usually suffer from flooding of traffic to resolve certain into a list of meaningful categories [7, 8].

requests. Structured networks, on the other hand, make an
assumption about the network topology and implement a
certain protocol that exploits such topology. 

This paper has been developed to introduce a
dynamic structure extension to this model. Using the
Dynamic peer to peer distributed document cluster and
cluster summarization(DP2PC)model, partition the problem

successively combine solutions if it is desired to find a
global solution dynamically. This will avoid some
problems in the DDM such as high communication cost
usually associated with a structured, fully connected
network and uncertainty in the network topology usually
introduced by unstructured P2P networks.

The  paper  is organized as follows. Section II
presents  a  brief  review  of  the related literature and

Dynamic Document Clustering and Summarization
Architecture and Section IV describes about the
implementation of this paper. Finally, We conclude the
paper in Section V with a short summary and a few
remarks on future work. 

Related Work

text that can be processed by a computer. Today,

Example: Web search engine returns thousands of pages
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A  hierarchical clustering method named RACHET without accessing the features or algorithms that
(Recursive Agglomeration of Clustering Hierarchies by determined these partitioning. It first identifies several
Encircling Tactic) for analyzing multi-dimensional application scenarios for the resultant 'knowledge reuse'
distributed data. A typical clustering algorithm requires framework. The cluster ensemble problem is then
bringing all the data in a centralized warehouse [9, 10]. formalized as a combinatorial optimization problem in
This results in O(nd) transmission cost, where n is the terms of shared mutual information. In addition to a direct
number of data points and d is the number of dimensions. maximization approach, it proposes three effective and
For large datasets, this is prohibitively expensive. efficient techniques for obtaining high-quality combiners
RACHET applies a hierarchical clustering algorithm (consensus functions). The first combiner induces a
locally at each site. For each cluster in the hierarchy it similarity measure from the partitionings and then
maintains a set of descriptive statistics, which form a reclusters the objects. The second combiner is based on
condensed  summary  of  the data points in the cluster. hypergraph partitioning. The third one collapses groups
The local dendrograms along with the descriptive of clusters into meta-clusters which then compete for each
statistics are transmitted to a merging site, which object to determine the combined clustering. Due to the
agglomerates them in order to construct the final global low computational costs of our techniques, it is quite
dendrogram. Experimental results show that RACHET feasible to use a supra-consensus function that evaluates
achieves good quality of clustering compared to a all three approaches against the objective function and
centralized hierarchical clustering algorithm, with minimal picks the best solution for a given situation. It evaluates
communication cost. In contrast, RACHET runs with at the effectiveness of cluster ensembles in three
most O(n) time, space and communication costs to build qualitatively different application scenarios: (i) where the
a global hierarchy of comparable clustering quality by original clusters were formed based on non-identical sets
merging locally generated clustering hierarchies. RACHET of features, (ii) where the original clustering algorithms
employs the encircling tactic in which the merges at each worked on non-identical sets of objects and (iii) where a
stage are chosen so as to minimize the volume of a common data-set is used and the main purpose of
covering hyper sphere. For each cluster centroid, combining multiple clustering’s is to improve the quality
RACHET maintains descriptive statistics of constant and robustness of the solution. Promising results are
complexity to enable these choices. RACHET's framework obtained in all three situations for synthetic as well as real
is applicable to a wide class of centroid-based hierarchical data-sets [4].
clustering algorithms, such as centroid, medoid and Ward In Density Based Distributed Clustering(DBDC) each
[2]. site carries out the DBSCAN algorithm, a compact

Multi-Agent Systems (MAS) offers an architecture representation of each local clustering is transmitted to a
for distributed problem solving. Distributed Data Mining central site, a global clustering representation is produced
(DDM) algorithms focus on one class of such distributed from local representations and finally this global
problem solving tasks-analysis and modeling of representation is sent back to each site. A clustering is
distributed data. This paper offers a perspective on DDM represented by first choosing a sample of data points from
algorithms in the context of multiagent systems. It each cluster. The points are chosen such that: (i) each
discusses broadly the connection between DDM and point has enough neighbors in its neighborhood
MAS. It provides a high-level survey of DDM, then (determined by fixed thresholds) and (ii) no two points lie
focuses on distributed clustering algorithms and some in the same neighborhood. ThenK-means clustering is
potential applications in multi-agent-based problem applied to all points in the cluster, using each of the
solving scenarios. It reviews algorithms for distributed sample points as an initial centroid. The final centroids
clustering, including privacy preserving ones. It describes along with the distance to the furthest point in their K-
challenges for clustering in sensor network environments, means cluster form the representation (a collection point,
potential shortcomings of the current algorithms and radius pairs).
future work accordingly.It also discusses confidentiality The DBSCAN algorithm is applied at the central site
(privacy preservation) and presents a new algorithm for on the union of the local representative points to form the
privacy-preserving density-based clustering [3]. global clustering. This algorithm requires an _ parameter

The problem of combining multiple partitioning of a defining a neighborhood. The authors set this parameter
set of objects into a single consolidated clustering to the maximum of all the representation radii [5].
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A number of challenges (often conflicting) arise when From  the  point  of view of DP2PC architecture
developing DDM methods: (Figure 4), we are adopting a peer-to-peer framework. Each

Communication model and complexity, document collection. The network is a connected graph,
Quality of global model and in which every node is connected to every other node.
Privacy of local data. Various peers connected to the network send their

It is desirable to develop methods that have low the documents from the neighboring peers, the central
communication complexity, especially in mobile peer starts the clustering and summarization process.
applications such as sensor networks, where Central peer has to summarize the document and send it
communication consumes battery power. Quality of the to the corresponding peers. First process is that the key
global model derived from the data should be either equal terms  are  to  be extracted. This is achieved by using the
or comparable to a model derived using a centralized k-means algorithm. Next, we have the clustering. Here, we
method. Finally, in some situations when local data are collect all the key terms and then we group them such that
sensitive and not easily shared, it is desirable to achieve we can give a correct description about the summary.
a certain level of privacy of local data while deriving the Now the clustered document will be grouped. Next we
global model will match the key terms with the document and finally

Communication between nodes in distributed take out the sentences that were related with the key
clustering algorithms can be categorized into three classes terms. Now we shall take the sentences and put them
(in increasing order of communication cost): according to the clustered group. After the document is

Communicating models it is shared to the corresponding peers [13, 14].
Communicating representatives and 
Communicating actual data. Detailed Description: This paper is divided into the

The first case involves calculating local models that
are then sent to peers or a central site. Models often are Group creation in peer-to-peer networks
comprised of cluster centroids, e.g., P2P K-means, cluster Communication using Distributed Data 
dendograms, e.g.,RACHET [2]. In the second case, nodes Mining
select a number of representative samples of the local data Document flocking 
to be sent to a central site for global model generation, Document Summarization using distributed  key
such as the case in the DBDC algorithm [5]. The last phrase extraction 
model of communication is for nodes to exchange actual
data objects; i.e., data objects can change sites to Group Creation in Peer-To-Peer Networks: In this
facilitate construction of clusters that exist in certain sites module, we present a menu option in the front end for
only, such as the case in the collaborative clustering creating a group. Under the Group menu we present three
scheme [11, 12]. options namely Create, Join and Remove. Creation of a

The Dynamic Peer-To-Peer Document Cluster and peers and also enables the file sharing between the two
Cluster Summarization Architecture: DP2PC is a peers. The peer that creates the group is considered to be
dynamic document clustering architecture for scalable the head of the group.
distributed clustering of horizontally partitioned data. Other peers under the group can create another
Peers in a neighborhood can communicate directly but not group also. This process is called hierarchically
with  peers  in other neighborhoods. Each neighborhood distributed peer to peer group creation. Automatically,
has a super node. Communication between when a person creates a group, he comes under the
neighborhoods is achieved through their respective super group.  Other  peers  can  join  the group by clicking
nodes. This model reduces flooding problems usually Group->join. Now the peer will be able to select which
encountered in large P2P networks. group  he  wants  to  join  and  join  the  necessary  group.

node in the network has access to part of the whole

documents to the necessary peer. Now after downloading

summarized we shall save a copy for ourselves and then

following four categories:

group is mainly done for the efficient communication of
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Fig. 4: DP2PC Architecture

When any peer joins the group, then the peer comes many documents that are needed. When this module is
under the creator. When any particular peer wants to designed it presents a new means for searching and
come out of the group he can do so by clicking group- clustering various distributed documents. Clustering
>remove.  Now the peer is moved out of the group. helps to extract main key words from the given document.
Further all the peers connected to the group are informed We split out stop words from the document. Then we
about the removal of the peer [15]. identify the key words from the text file. Since we are

Communication Using Distributed Data Mining: When summarization, we need to remember that retrieval of
the group creation is over, it means that the information from them are a bit tough. Then using
communication is possible for the peers to communicate ontology, we can extract the necessary information 
with one another. When a message is sent through the
Whiteboard  chat  client  window,  then the message will Document SummarizationUsing Distributed Key Phrase
be able to reach all the peers connected to the group. Extraction: Document summarization is the process of
Thus we enable a hierarchically distributed peer-to-peer making a  brief  explanation  regarding  the  document.
communication. This is done using the distributed key phrase extraction

This module is used to create a communication algorithm. Summarization of the document helps us to
among peers. This enables the peers to share information. understand the document very easily such that we have
It helps to inform other peers that the peer has shared a a good idea about the contents and the key terms present
particular document. Information is passed to a peer in the document. This is done by collecting the keywords
through this module. of any document by clustering process. Then after the

Document Flocking: Document flocking refers to keywords are associated is extracted form the document.
document clustering. This process can be done by This process comes under the key-phrase extraction
applying the distributed K-means clustering algorithm. algorithm. Automatic keyphrase extraction from document
Clustering of document also serves as a searching tool for clusters provides a very compact summary of the

using only text files for document clustering &

keywords are being collected, the phrase with which the
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